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11 is a generally known statistical fact that the mean of a nonlinear function of a set of random
vartables is not equivalent to the function evaluated at the means of the variables. However.
in dichotomous chotce conrmgcnt valuation studies a common practtcc  is to calculate an
overall  mean lor median) by intcgratmg over offer space lnumencally  or analytlcally)  an
esrtmated logit or probtt function in which sample mean values ior the concomitant  vanabics
M used. We demonstrate this procedure IO be mcorrcct and UC statlsttcally  test  the proccdum
apainst the correct method for nonlinear models. Cstng  data resultmg  m a well-behaved logit
model. we rqect the hypothesis of congruence bctucen  the tuo means. Such a finding should
be considered in future smgle response dic_hotomous  choice  031 studies. pantcularly  when
aggregation 15 of interest.

The contingent valuation method (CVM) is one of
a battery of popular and accepted nonmarket val-
uation methods. In its various forms. the technique
has been used in more than eleven hundred docu-
mented studies over the past twenty-five years to
provide economic value information for nonmarket
goods and services (Carson et al.).

The CVM procedure is based on eliciting indi-
vidual willingness to pay (WT’P)  or willingness to
accept (WTA)  for a given change in the provision
of a good or service. Depending on the wording. of
the ilicitation method, one of the four Hickstan
welfare measures is approximated (Mitchell and
Carson). Typically, a valuation function for the
average individual is estimated from a repnsenta-
tive sample. For policy purposes. the welfare es-
timates are generally used (1) to estimate individ-
ual or group gains/losses within a given population
or (2) to aggregate the gains/losses over all mem-
bers of the population (Hanemann).

Since the late 1980s.  the single response dichot-
omous choice (DC) or referendum method appears
to be the most popular CVM procedure. Moreover.
the recent NOAA Panel on Contingent Valuation
concluded that the DC approach is generally pre-

ferred to the various elicitation alternatives (Arrow
et al.).

Work by Bishop and Heberlein and by Hane-
mann is primarily responsible for triggering the
adoption of DC by CVM practitioners. The DC
procedure involves eliciting yes/no responses from
individuals to randomly assigned monetary offers
to accept or forego a given change in the provision
of a good or service. Generally. parametric non-
linear statistical methods are applied to the yes/no
data to model the probability of a yes (or just as
easily. a no) response for a given offer amount and
set of socioeconomic variables. The estimated
probability function is then used to obtain median
and mean economic surplus estimates. Mean WTP
may be calculated analytically in the case of closed
forms (Hanemann) or via numerical integration up
to a truncation point (Duffield and Patterson;
Ready and Hu). An alternative is to use the cen-
sored MLE approach described by Cameron and
James. interval  estimates for either the conditional
mean or median economic surplus may be obtained
analytically (Cameron and James) or by numerical
techniques such as the bootstrap (Duffield and
Patterson) or Monte Carlo method (Krinsky and
Robb).

While it has been argued that the choice of pro-
cedure for obtaining the mean with DC data may
be mostly a matter of convenience (Park and
Loomis). Duffield and Patterson provide a good
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argument in favor of the truncated mean approach
(TM). They contend that the TM is superior to the
median and overall-ianalytical)  mean on the
grounds of ( 1) consistency with theoretical con-
straints, (2) stattstical  effictency.  and (3) ability to
be aggregated. In the remainder the paper we use
this approach without loss of geneniity.

Among the many other studies employing the
TM are Sellat, Stall. and Chavas: Boyle and
Bishop; Bowker and Stoll: Boyle: Stevens. Giass,
et al.; Stevens, Echevenia.  et al.; Sun, Bergstrom.
and Dorfman:  Cordell and Bergstrom: Poe. Sever-
ence-Lossin,  and Welsh: and Teasley.  Bergstrom.
and Cordell. The procedure followed by these re-
searchers appears to comspond to Cameron. i.e..
(1) estimation of the binary choice model (logit) on
sample data. (2) collapsing the fitted probability
model into two dimensions by creation of a grand
intercept which is the sum of the model intercept
and the products of the demographic variable pa-
rameter estimates and their associated sample
means. and (3) integrating the area under the fitted
two-dimensional cumulative probability curve up
to an acceptable truncation point. The procedure
described above is analogous to that used with lin-
ear models in which the overall mean may be cor-
rectly calculated at the means of the respective
explanatory variables. However, in nonlinear
models this miscalculation produces a bias (see
appendix). When the estimate of interest. usually
the mean or the median, is a nonlinear function of
the explanatory variables. the correct approach is
( 1) to estimate the model(s) from the sample. (2) to
integrate the fitted two-dimensional cumulative
probability curves up to an acceptable truncation
point for each individual, and (3) to take the aver-
age of estimated individual surplus estimates.

For aggregation over populations. e.g., a state,
Loomis suggests substituting state average demo-
,“raphic  variables for sample means. Such a prac-
tice retains the bias described above when used
with nonlinear estimators. In the case of a popu-
lation with a demographic distribution known to
differ from a random sample. the nonlinear func-
tion must be integrated over an appropriate multi-
variate density.

Swallow et al. use a linear utility function to
derive a nonlinear WTP estimate with parameters
varying by demographic strata. They recognize the
problem of substituting the population proportions
of a state’s demographic strata, which are state
averages of indicator variables for demographic
groups, into a nonlinear function to produce a
state-level aggregate estimate. To ameliorate the
bias caused by what they refer to as the “typical-
preferences” approach, they appropriately recom-
mend using a “typical-WTP”  method that weights
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subpopulation estimates. They demonstrate up to a
7?6 difference by using an example based on
weighting two subpopulation estimates. ’

Below, we use a DC data set and a log-logistic
functional form to demonstrate and statistically test
for the incongruence of means calculated by what
appears to be the common practice and the appro-
priate procedure for nonlinear models. We abstract
away from thk issue of heterogeneous preferences
and model selection to focus attention on the basic
issue of the calculation bias. Our findings suggest
that the estimated means may be significantly dif-
ferent even in the case of an empirically wefl-
behaved model. We limit our illustration to uun-
cared means. The results also apply to analytically
calculated integrals for dichotomous choice (e.g.,
Park and Loomis) and can be extended to the cai-
culation of overall means for other commonly used
nonlinear models such as the Tobit.  which is often
applied in open-ended CVM studies (e.g.. see
Reiling et al.).  \

Data and Methods

Data were obtained from a sample of on-site rec-
reation users at the Lolo  National Forest in Mon-
tana (USDA Forest Service). A dichotomous
choice component was included as part of a larger
visitor satisfaction questionnaire. A total of 202
users were interviewed over the summer of 199 1.

The object of the CVM portion of the survey
was to obtain information on annual individual net
economic surplus associated with recreating at the
Lolo National Forest. Interviewees were asked to
consider their annual costs/expenditures for using
this site. Next they were presented with a hypo-
thetical situation in which their annual costs would
have been increased by a given amount and were
asked (yes/no) if they would still have used the
site.’ A follow-up question was asked of individ-
uals answering no to identify possible protesters.
Interestingly, no protesters were identified by this
procedure; however, more than 25% of those sam-
pled declined to complete the entire survey. Over
90% of the refusals were due to a decision not to
answer the income question.

Our estimated logit model was specified as:
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Table 1. Maximum Likelihood Logit  Parameter Estimates

Inlcrccpt Ln offer  - Income Qua@ LRI’ Chi’ N

2.407 -1.9041 .oooo3134 .7771 .4836 78.53 143
2.785’ ,362 .oooo17 .4404

.3&w .cool .0583 .0777

‘Asymptotic standard errors.
“P-values assocrated  with Wald chi-sqm.
‘LiicIihood  rauo  index (Greene. p. 682).

Prob(yes)  =

(1) l/(1 + e -~~o+olincomr+agupli~+$Lnoffer~)

= [ 1 - F(x)]

where, e is the base of the natura!  !ogarithm,  Ln
Offer is the natural logarithm of the dollar amount
for the dichotomous choice question, Income is
individual annual gross income, and Quali~ is a
Liken-type index of each individual’s perception
of overall recreation quality of the site: the a’s and
@ arc parameter estimates. F(X)  is the distribution
function representing the probability of a no rc-
sponse to a given DC offer, X, where the offer is by
definition -greater  than zero and the probability of a
no response to a zero offer is zero. The results of
the MLE estimation are reported in table 1.

The empirical model appears to be adequate for
illustrating our point. The signs of the parameter
estimates arc consistent with theoretical expecta-
tions and are statistically significant. The likeli-
hood ratio index indihtcs that this model fits the
data as well as or bet’ter than most reported DC
CVM studies.

Following Duffield  &d Patterson. the  truncated
mean WTP may bc calculated as follows:

EWTPr) = l(1 - F(x))dx

= C~(ab+adncwu+a&c71i~U~

(2) r(1 -;)r(* +;)

-1 l+;
P’ )

where symbols are as previously  defined, and T is
the upper value or truncation point of the distribu-
tion of allowable WTP, r(g) is the gamma func-
tion evaluated at g, and B(l,p.q) is the probability
that a beta-distributed random variable with pa-
rameters p and 9 is less than the limit, I-these

probability functions are readily available in many
mathematical programming languages.3 By substi-
tuting in the mean income of S37.587  and the
mean quality of 6.25, we employ this formula in
the conventional sense, i.e., that of Cameron and
of Cordell and Bergstrom, to obtain a truncated
mean WTP of S 13 1.7 1 (using a truncation point of
$1,000). Alternatively, we obtain a truncated
mean WTP of S142.59 when employing the cor-
rect approach. In this case, the difference in irun-
cated means is 7.6%.

To examine the significance of this difference,
we estimate 95% confidence intervals for the dif-
ference between the two methods using the Monte _
Carlo approach (table 2). Because thus interval
does not bracket zero. there is statistical justifica-
tion to reject the hypothesis that the procedures are
congruent. In the simulation, the average differ-
ence is 8.9%. Similar results were also obtained
for median and nontruncated mean estimation from
the two procedures.

Discussion

The practice of inserting explanatory variable
means into nonlinear estimators to obtain an over-
all mean may be based on economists’ long asso-
ciation with linear models in which the overall
mean may be calculated at the means of the re-
spective regressors. We illustrate the problem with
a simple nonlinear function. We then empirically
demonstrate that estimating a population’s mean
WTP  by the common practice of evaluating the
nonlinear function at the covariatc sample means is
incon_gruent  with the correct procedure of averag-
ing over the sample each individual’s expected
WTP. As well, we statistically test and reject at the
a = .Oj significance level the hypothesis that the
difference between the mean estimates is zero.

! This closed-four  cxpmssion  for lhe  t~ncued  mean is valid when the
nonrwsccd mte@  is bounded. i.e.. when the 13 pammeter  IS less than
- I: o~hcrw~sc.  a In-til pmbkm occur%  When using  bansuapptn~  or
Monte  Cylo methods  lor mtervrl  esrmwtwn.  the hnulr  u a uwiui
indicaa of be fwuil pmbkm.

. ___-_--.
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Table 2. Truncated .Means Difference Test
-

N
-

I43

-

Mean’ - 11.71
95% CF C-29.5. - 1.34)

‘Based on Monte Cxlo s~mularion  (1 ,CKMl replications).
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In fact, for this particular Monte Carlo simula-
tion, in which four maximum likelihood parameter
estimates are jointly drawn from a multivariate
normal density, each of the 1,000  parameter vec-
tors produced a consistent sign of the bias between
the two methods. This indicates that the linear an-
alog of estimating the population mean WTP by
evaluating the truncated mean integral at the sam-
ple means of the concomitant variables produces
an underprediction bias arising from the inherent
nonlinearity of individual WTP with the concom-
itant information. Of course, this bias is affected
by the multivariate distribution of the concomitants
in the population of interest-here. recreationists
in the Lolo National Forest-and its magnitude
will change from population to population.
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In general these results can be extended to any
CVM experiment where a nonlinear parametric
procedure is involved. including DC medians and
analytically calculated means as well as open-
ended cases where a Tobit  model is used. In our
example the bias is on average just under 9%. This
amount may or may not make the difference in a
management decision; however, such a bias can be
easily avoided by the appropriate application of
aggregation methods. In addition, information pro-
vided by examining estimated WTP for each indi-
vidual in the sample could alert the researcher to
possible problems with the model and design space
that would otherwise be overlooked. For example,
unreasonable estimates may be readily identified
for an individual with a certain set of charactetis-
tics.

Economic welfare analysis through the use of
nonmarket valuation techniques is by no means an
exact science that can be reduced to simple formu-
lae. There may be situations where retaining a bi-
ased estimate of a population mean may be war-
ranted for illustrative purposes. However, at a time
when nonmarket methods are increasingly being

4 used to guide public policy and, hence, are subject
to more scrutiny, we think avoiding unnecessary
bias by incurring a minor increase in computa-
tional expense would seem justified.

Appendix

Consider a simple case that deals with only two
numbers, for example, X, = 2 and x2 = 3, and a

Diiference
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simple nonlinear function. _fl_r)  = l/x. At issue is
whether the mean of AX) can be evaluated easily
using the mean of x. Or more formally, does

J-3 = fix,,
where

and A.3 = i.

with

1 ”
and .? = -

n c
g?

r=l !=I

Using the numeric values given, the answer IS
clearly no.

since

and with

1 n_r = -
n c

5
Xi = $2 + 3) = j

i=l. _

giving

i

In this simple case, the mean of a function is not
equal to an estimate provided by evaluating the
function at the mean of its arguments. This esti-
mate is said to be biased. The bias, the difference
between the actual mean of the function and its
estimate, may be referenced as a percent of the
actual mean. Here, we can determine percent
bias, 6:6:

with

5 2
z-5

b 5
=-*100=4%.

i?

The bias is a 4% underprediction with this numer-
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ical example. This particular bias can be consid-
ered small or large, depending on the needs of the
user and the particuRtr  application. However, this
bias need not even be a question.

with

Considering the same framework of this prob-
lem, it is possible to establish the magnitude and
direction of the percent bias given any two arbi-
trary numbers, say x, and x2. It is easy to show that

fix) = P&I) + (1 - p)flx2)  a n d
x=px, + (1 -/.7)x2?

Using two arbitrary values, x, and x2 (with ratio
r = x$x,),  a value p is desired such that

.m = f(X).
SO L

jqq+‘-p
r * xl

1

b G--r+1
= rt + 2r + 1* 100y

where

XI
r = -.

x2

The percent bias is completely determined by the
ratio of the two arbitrary numbers. Since this for-
mula is always positive, the estimate will always
be an underprediction if both numbers are positive,
or an overprediction if both numbers are negative.
If both numbers are of the same sign, then the
percent bias is bounded to be no greater than 100%
(e.g., if the numbers 5.1 and lo1 then the percent
bias is 67%). If the two numbers are of differing
signs and of similar magnitudes, then percent bias
can be unbounded. In the trivial case, if the two
numbers are equal, then the percent bias is zero.

Another consideration arises from a sampling
framework. The aggregate estimate of a population
mean that arises from two distinct strata, where the
population is divided among the strata with given
proportions, say p and\1 - p, is often of interest.
An attribute of interest may be nonlinearly related
to other concomitantly, measured attributes. The
aggregate estimate of the population mean is the
weighted mean over both strata. It is possible that
the previously demonstrated nonequality of means
might be offset by unequal proportions (namely,
bothpandl - p not qual to 1/2).  It turns out that
there are no proportions (weighted means) that can
lead to quality of the population mean of the non-
linear function with the estimate provided by eval-
uating the function at the weighted mean of the
concomitants for this particular problem’s struc-
ture. This follows from a question similar to the
question posed earlier. Are there weights, p and 1
- p, such that

where

fi> =jm

and j(?)=$,

= p. xl + (1 - p) * r axI
= Ji>.

This leads to

(r - I)?1 - p)p = 0.

Again, if r = 1, then both strata are composed
of the same values-the degenerate case-so any
proportion, p, will satisfy the equation. Otherwise,
the only proponion that would satisfy the equation
is also from a degenerate case, namely, one stra-
turn has a proportion of the population equal to
zero. This demonstrates that, here, there is no pop-
ulation configuration that would allow an unbiased
estimate of the population mean using a “plug-in”
of the population mean of the function’s argu-
ments.
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